SILAG Company
HeliJet Charter GmbH
Charter Flights and more
HeliJet Charter GmbH, with its headquarters in Langenfeld/Rheinland, is an officially
approved, internationally active airline company with authorisation for instrument
flight operations. 40% of flights are abroad. HeliJet currently operates three Sikorsky
S-76 helicopters and a Learjet 60 aeroplane in commercial air transport. In the
helicopters sector, the company safely serves the Federal Institute for Geosciences
and Natural Resources (BGR) for scientific flight operations with its Sikorsky S-76
machines. The Federal Institute for Geosciences and Natural Resources is the central
geo-scientific counselling institution of the Federal Government. Since 2012, HeliJet
has provided one of its helicopters for supplying off-shore wind farms in the North
Sea. Another core business is sky advertising using giant aeroplane banners. HeliJet
Charter GmbH holds the world record for 2011 with a banner size of 5,000 m² and the
world record for 2012 with a 5,107 m² banner.
HeliJet is the only company to offer unrestricted travel by helicopter in Germany. In
addition, the airline company provides consulting services with regard to helicopter
purchases and setting up helicopter landing pads.
In the aeroplanes sector, HeliJet has operated a Learjet 60 since 2013. The modern
jet is employed worldwide. In terms of speed and reliability, it fulfils the highest
requirements and complies with the strictest noise pollution regulations.
Each pilot has considerable flying experience and possesses the authorization for
instrument flight operations. All captains have more than 2,000 hours of flying
experience (some of them more than 10,000 hours). In addition, HeliJet has its own
training and testing personnel for the training of pilots.
All aircraft are maintained exclusively by renowned German companies in accordance
with the highest standards.
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Technical Features of the Sikorsky S-76 Helicopter:

Exclusive cabin amenities for 6-7 passengers for VIP flights

Special equipment for flights for disabled people (wheelchairs)

Passenger flights with up to 12 passengers

Cabin freight up to 1.2 t

External load up to 1.2 t (appropriate lifting tackle is available)

Sky advertising with XXL sky banners

Rescue winch with a lifting capacity of 272 kg and a rope length of 60 m

Emergency floats to be deployed in the water

Technical Features of the Learjet 60:

Five fully articulated Business Class seats, Conference Seat Arrangement
with tables, couch, air show, video/audio entertainment, separate on-board
toilets with washbasin

Travel Speed: 840 km/h

Range: max. 4,450 km

Capacity: 7 – 8 people
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